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SUMMARY

For the simulations of non-stcady problems in the ¡oom thermal environment,it is
nec€ssary to conside¡ transient heat t¡ansfer through room enclosures. Following
th¡ee models a¡e introduced, assuming the heat conduction through walls is one

dimensional.

Model 1 : It is assumed that heat flux g¿ could be divided into two pa.rts,one is
steady heat flux {¡¡ and the other is non-steady component gr,. Then,assuming the
wall thickness be infinity g¡, is calculated as indicial ¡esponse excited by the wall
surface temperature.
Model 2 : g¿ is calculated by a convolutiou procedure using wall response factors.
The response factors are expressed by a time series a¡d ale given for each wall.
Model 3 : Tb get temperature distributions inside the walls,the governing equa-

tion is eolved numeúcally using a finite difrerence method. g¿ is derived from the

temperature distributions.

These three models a¡e tested using a two ömensional room model. As a mo¡e
practical example, t¡a¡sient respotrse is simulated when heat-pump system installed
i¡ a ¡e¡ideutial ¡oom is set to work. In the simulation, the thermal envi¡onuent
aualysis code is applied with a control program which describes controlling ptocess

of a ¡eal ma¿hine numerically.
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INTRODUCTION

In the numerical simulations of room thermal environments ,non-steady phenomena,

e.g. room air temperature lesponses when heating (and/or cooling) systems are set

towork or lesponses when their operating conditions are altered, are often important

issues in the practical point of view.

the room, it is possible to calculate some thermal cornfort indexes,such as ptedicted

mean vote (Piv1v)l8) or new effective temperature (¿'"')[9]. Eowever,non-steady

heat transfer through walls is not included yet.

To evaluate the transient heat t¡ansfe¡, three models are introduced assuming the

heat conduction through walls is one dimensional. Model I is a simplified method

in which wall heat tra¡sfe¡ is solved analytically with some assumptions. Model 2 is

a numerical method in which a convolution tecbnique with thermal resPonse factors

is used to calculate tra¡sient heat transfer. The response factors a,re e:rpressed by

a time series and should be prepared for each wall. Model 3 is also a numerical

method in which the governing equations a¡e solved by a finite diffe¡ence method'

These models wete applied to the calculation code desc¡ibed above. At first,some



test runs were performed with. a two dimensionar ,room. r¡odel . and they .proved
that all results seem to be acceptable. As a more practic;';*.;pi;,-. real control
process of a heat-pump was simulated. The ¡esults showed gooã ugt".-ent with
experimental data.

33.8

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

Basic Equations

In the previous paper, a calculation procedure applicable to. evaluatio¡s of heat.
trarufer through wa'lls or to calcu-lations of thermal comfort index distributions was
presented[4]. In the calculations,heat balance equation

9c t qP* %+ Qp =0 (t)
is solved at the inner surface of walls, where gc is convective heat flux,g¡ is rad.iative
heat flux,gp is heat sou¡ce at the surface and g¿ is heat flux f¡om thå'inner su¡face
into walls.

problerns,it is nccessary to consider t¡ansient effect
esent paper, following three models a¡e introduced
rough walls is one dimensional.

For the one dimensional heat trar¡sfer through wall, the basic equation is wiitten as'j '( ' 'ao o2o

, ã--oñ 
i , (2)

where,a is distance f¡om the inner surface into inside of the wall, d is wall tempera-
ture a¡d a: )/pc is thermal diffu-sivity. Equation 2 shourd be solved with following
bounilary conditions, i

l=0 : 0=0¿a (3)
a=0 : 0=0_ (4)

s=L , e=-.¡14:)=ao(01,=t-0o) (s)

where .ú is the thickness of the wall,d¡,¡ is initia¡ temperature, d- is inner surface
temperature of the wall and á6 is outside air temperature of the wall.

Semi-Inf¡ite tüall Modet(Model t)'
To simplify the problem,some ass ,mptions a¡e introduced here.

(i). ,. is constant'during each time step aú a¡d at time f : t¡-r it changes
suddenly from dg-r to d$.

(ü). The transient heat tia¡sfer otcur¡ed at time I - f,n-r approaches steady heat
conductionatú=fn.
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(iii): Thè transient'heat tiänsfer at the innér surface may be regarded a.s that of a
;semi-infinite wall.

From the assumptions,the boundary condition given by eq.(5) is not- used a¡d the

heat flux qL may be divided into two parts,one is steady heat flux (,¿ and the other

is non-steady component q¿,. The tra¡sient component q¿, is calculated a.nalytically

as indicial response excited by the wall surface tðmperatüre A0 = 0i' - 0i-'.

The solution is given as

l;_

(6)

(7)

0=A0-(7-erÍ@
Then,q¿l, at ¿ =t0 betomês

Finally,q¿ is given as

q,,=F^#)"=o= fiOt-

:i ,,i j ,8t ',= '-qu L ,,t,: -K_(01-'È'aó) = ,Æi"oe, 
(8)

In the ealculation ofnon-steady conditions;g¿ in the equation (1) should be replaced

by equation (8). ., : !'!]r -; '' i:.:i

wall Responle Facto,T, rraoa"ilvroael 2) , , . .', ,.' -, 

' 
,"t',,." . 

tu, 

,"

Thermaì response factor method[lO] developed for the calculation of heating/cooling
load in ai¡-conditioned ¡ooms is a simplified procedure to evaluate non-steady heat

conduction through walls provided the ieòponse fartors are known fo¡ each wall.
Outline of the procedure is as follows.

:,, 
"), 

. I t: :.

tet Xr.(j = 0, 1...) be response factors fo¡ a wall and 0$ be wall surfac,e,fe¡nperature,, ,.

at time t = tn. Assuming that for terms j ) N , X, is expressed as
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Xj*r'=pXi,(0<p<1.0),
then,transient heat conduction f¡om the inner surface into inside the wall is given
as

iv-l æ

en = D ei"-i x¡ + xrv D li-i ¿-u (9)
j=o
¡-r

j=N

I ei-i x¡ + r^
j=o

Rea^rranging the second term of equation(9),r, can be expressed in the form

r, = 7i,-N Xu * prn_t (11)

As a example,figure 1 shows a response f.antor x¡ of the wail shown in figure 2. In
the calculations,g¿ in equation(l) should be repliced by equation(9).

Numerical Calculation Model(Model 3)

(10)

This model is a m method. To obtain temperature distributions
inside the wall,the ioiis(2) - (5) is solved numerically using finite
difference method. m the temperature dist¡ibutions.

BASIC RESULTS

The three models
model. The room
two kind of walls, 6

mm concrete(the o
assumed to be 17 W f mz,C and outside air iemperature to be 0o = }oC.

3.6¡u

x

wall 4

r.Fig. 2 2-D roon model.
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is set upper side of wall 1 and its supply air conditions a¡e Virz : 2.0 mls,0;n = 37
oC respectively. The outlet width of heat-pump is 0.06 m. A panel heating system
is set on the floor. Its heat input Q¡n is 558 W/m a¡rd assumed to be distributed
uniformly on the panel òurface. ì ;

The governing equatioru for non-isothermal incompressible flow a¡e solved with fo¡-
ward difference for time and poweú law difference scheme[ll] for space. The numbe¡
of calculating mesh is 25 x 32. Fully implicit method is adopted in the time march-
ing. To advance calculation properly,not e¡ly convergjence criteria but also overall
heat balance should be satisfied at each time step. In'the calculatioru shown below,
following c¡iteria is adopted

cc = W( o.o1 (ror va¡iabte d ) I' 0.98 S î S l.i, (for heat balance) )

( 12)

where, B" is overall heat balance aI t --tn and expressed by
!.,
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(b),Panel heating system.

Figr I Çpqparison of wplì..models with ¡qp¡ temperatu¡g. ,1 )
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'lå" Q,^dt

tå" Qtdt + (s'toraged heat in the room air)

where,Q¿ = Dqr is total heai'fluxes át...h time step. Other details for flow
analysis are or4itted here,

Three models are applied to the simulation of t¡ansient conditions when heating
systems are set to work. The time step Al is set 1 minute for a,ll ca,lculations and
the initial condition of temperature is assumed to be 0"C everywhere.

The responses of room average temperature 1ouo ate shown in figure 3(a) and figure
3(b). Figure 3(a) is ¡esults on the heat-pump system and figure 3(b) is on the
panel heating system. For all models,the Ìesponses of dou, show almost same results
until f = 5 - 8 minute ,however,as time elapses,the response for mo<ìel 1 cha.nges
slightly faste¡ than those of other two models and this tendency is a little more

ng than in ca.se of heat-pump system. This indicates
model 1 become inva,lid after heat storage inside walls
appear more clea.rly in the panel heating system the

surface temperature of which is higher tha¡¡ that of heat-pump system.

In case of heat-pump system,the steady condition is attained at about f = 60
minute and dooo becomes 27.5"C, while it is attained at about t = 120 minute and
0oog = 24.6oC in the panel heating system. Model 2 and Model S needed 20 - JTVo
more computing time than Model 1. Model 1 is a simple method and favorable in
computer memories and cputime,however,for the practical applications, Model 2 or
Model 3 should be preferred.

Temperature Velocity vectorr.
Contours.

(a) Heat-pump system.

t=lmi¡

¿=bnin

l=l0mi¡

f=lni¡

l=5min

f=l0mjn

Temperature Vdocity vecton.
cotrtours.

(b) Panel heating system.

Fig. 4 Response of flow pattern and temperature
distribution, Model2.
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Figure 4(a) and figure 4(b ) show changes offlow patterns ofboth systems(results for

Model 2). While flow patte rns a¡e not established until time elapses about 15 minute

in case of heat-pump syste¡n,they are establiéhçd-el not 'litei than ¿ = 5 minute and

calculation adva¡rces stably
surfase temperai,ure 0. are

at all time steps. Asa
shown in figure 5(')

reference,t
aiid fiþure

2) The abscissa fl-."¡ is the numbe¡ with which calculating

counted in plotting dr. ,The order of the plot is wall l(rY-*r.
= 

1 - -32) ,+ wall

4(33 - 57) - wall 2 (þ8 r 89)- wall 3(90 - 114).

he distributions of wall
5(b)(results' fo¡ Moddl'
mäshes alon$ wdlls'are
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PRACTICAL APPLIC.ATION

The basic examples described above prove that the calculation code with non-steady
wall heat conduction models can predict non-steady problems with qualitatively
reasonable accuracy. In this section, as a more practical application,it is tested
to simulate teal control'þrocess when a heat-pump sta¡ts to work in a residentia,l
room. The control process of the heat-pu-p ir prãgramed and combined with the
calculation code. Outline of control process is a.s follows.

Outline of Coutrol Process

In thé present control process,it is assumed that the return air temperature á,"¿ is
equal to the room average temperature do,o and that the information of room ther-
mal condition is transmitted to the control process only through á,.¿. Then,operating
conditions of heat-pump are determined by its control system monitoring the return
air temperatute 0r"¿.

Let 01.r,,^" be return air temperature at f - t¡ dgtected by a temper4ture sensqr -
aud si be frequency control signal sent to the compressqr at.Í = f'. The frequency
control signal at the next time step Si*t ir determained using 91",,._, ,0i.-|..^, and
9r.t 6

E*t = EAS,
ASi = f,;(E,AE)

where E = ?r.t-Êl.t,r^,
AE = 0?.t,r.o"- e:;r'u^,

d,.¡ is a set up room temperature. Ï,;(E,,AE) mea¡s that A^g¡ is a function of E and
AE' The functional rel¿tion is usually determined by control theories the details of
which is not des*ibed here. In deriving 0iâ',-, using dL,,.-, and dl;lr, folìowing
relations are applied

e::r:,^, = lio,r^, + (li|t-, - 0Ío,.-,){1 - *p(-î)} (ls)

where,e is dimensionless form of sensor time lag and r, is sensor ùime constant.

As 
-the operating frequency of nput /, is related empiricalry

with S¡,if Si*t ir known, /$+¡ using iúe data. ffl+|is used tã
determine electric power input theheating .up*ity q,".

Flow rate of supply air'G, i.e.flow rate through condenser is proportional to fan
a¡d the

'0!'^' 
is

@+' a,I

G"+l

(14)

rrn+lvin
A;n

(16)



where,.A¡. is effective cross séctional a.rearof.ô.i¡ oullet: "' i

The heating capacity Q¡* is determined using fuùl ,0Î., and G¡+l as

' :i QiI' =' re(lir*',0î"t,e!1,0.)'

where,do is. outside air'tempÊrature. The function /q i9 empirically'de.,termiryda

Using Qin+l, , condenser tempçrature á3+r and input air temperature då:t it derived

byi

3¿5

fig, 0.Configuration of

o:*t = oi.r+aqilt
,li t = ,,i"r+#

' (17),.

t. .i
(18) 

,,

( 1e)

, .',' ì ' : 1 . 1r . i

It should be noticèd that QiL+;l; 0l+r,or á1,+r,expressed by. equation (17),(18) or (19)

a¡e values dete¡mined, undelthe situation in which all control quantities maintain
their values until Ql"+1,áf+1 or ál'"+r become steady conditions. Considering this ;.

situation, delayed form similar to equation (15) is assumed in the control proglam.

Thus determining the new value5 of V¡n)Q;n, the calculation code-is called.,These
procedure is iterated at the following time'steps. r:" :. . ,' 

t

Results

To compare the simulated results with measu¡ed data, an experiment was performed

using a residential room. The room configurations are shovyn in figure 6. A heat-
pootl ir installed upper side of wall'@. The di¡ection of süpply air flow is inclined
30 ' to the direction of x axis. The initial'condition of room air temperature and

outside air temperature a¡e 8.6'C.and 2.1 "C respectively.,nO*î1;onductance of,

heat-pump z

ceiling

ooute¡

úì ¡-
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the walls a.re as follows,
oute¡ wall : 0.27 [W/mz.C] partition : 0.5g [W/m2"C]
ceiìing : ':0,iI8 [W/m2"C] floor : 0.29 [W/m2.C]
window : Bj8 [\ryii¡2"C].

These values include outside surface conductance oo which is assumed to be 9.3
wl\t'c. The heat-pump is operated udner ihese conditions together with d,". is
23 "C.

Outline of the flow field calculation is as follows.

(i). Model 3 is apþlied as th'e wall heat tianôfer model.

(ii). Time step aì is set to i minute,and convergence criteria at each time step is
used the same condition as equation (12).

(iii)' To improve the accuracy,skew upwind difference scheme[12] is adopted.

(iv). Calculating mesh sizes are 2l x 24 x 19,

3ø

25

2ø
O

s

1

'Measured

':. 
- Simulated

ø 5 tø 152ø253ø354Ø45
i: : t þo¡n]

Fig. 7 Comparison of return ai¡ temperature á,.¿

tr

()

É
cb

3ø

2ø

1

ø

' l"leasured

stmutated

ø 5 tø 152ø253ø 35 4ø 45
t [-io]

Fig. 8 Comparison of supply air empeature á¡.
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Fig, 9' Response of PMV'.
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Comparisons of d,"r and d¡¡ axe shown'in figure 7 and figure 8. .The simul¿ted values

show fairly good ôgreement with measured values: This indicates that both the
flow calculation code and the-control plocess program are confirmed thei¡ valid-
ity and thai these simulations may be useful design tools in place of experimental
investigationr, '' ',,

Figure 9 shows the response oL PMV., which is the averaged value of PMV in a

occupied zone. In this calculation, it is a.ssumed to be the whole ¡oom ,th,en,PMV-
is sa,rre as aver.aged value of ,PMV in the room. If a desirable thermal comfort
condition is rega^rded as the condition lPMV,,l ( 0.5, it is realized at about 28

minute afte¡ the operation of heat-pump starts. Ex'mples of flow field developing are
presêhted in figure 10 together with temperature field. The flow field is established
at about t=10 minute, however, the temperature field is still growing at time t:30
minute.

CO}ICLUSION

Three models are introduced to evaluate non-steady wall hiat trãnsfer. Test ¡uns
using two dimensional room prove that the calculation with the models predict
non-steady problerns with qualitatively accept¡ble validity.

As a rnore practical example, the calculation code is applied to a simulation of ¡eal
cont¡ol process when a heat-pump sta¡ts to operate. A program of the heat-pump
control system is used together with the calculation code. The simulated results show
good agreement with measured values. The simulation method examined here may
be a useful design tool for developing control processes of heating/cooling systems.

Eowever,in the simuìation described above, the room thermal condition is coupled
with the heat-pump control system only through ¡eturn ai¡ temperature 0,.r(-0",r).
Eow to couple the system control pÌocess with the room thermal environments is
one of future problems.
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